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The mission of the IPS Science and Data 
Visualization Task Force is to streamline the 

process of going from data to dome, increasing 
the potential for scientific communication and 

storytelling in the planetarium.



Preparing planetaria for the big data streams 
that will come from next generation 

telescopes, satellites, experiments and 
computational simulations.



900 Million Gaia stars visualized in realtime on New York’s Hayden Planetarium using OpenSpace
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17:30 - 18:30 today
Session 29 - OpenSpace and the AMNH Digital Universe 

11AM tomorrow
In Session 60:  Technical challenges for the visualization of 
massive data such as Gaia catalog by ARNERIN Reynald





Creating professional development opportunities 
aimed at developing more "data savvy” 

planetarians.



The workshop will bring together planetarium professionals, astronomers, and visualization experts to 
advance the state of the art in big data visualization in the planetarium.









Data to Dome and LIPS
Once we get the data on the dome, how do 

we talk about it with our guests? 

08:30 - 09:30 tomorrow Session 43 - Data to Dome: How do 
we make it live and interactive? 

September 11th, Data to Dome day at LIPS 2018, Seattle



Connecting data suppliers, with vendors and 
planetarium end-users

by setting, and recommending, standards for 
real-time scientific content distribution



data2dome.org

11:00 - 12:00 tomorrow
Session 60 - Managing Data in the Planetarium 

17:30 - 18:30 today
Session 28 - Break-out session: Standards for 
Planetarium Audiovisuals 



Encouraging planetaria to make their 
facilities available to researchers from their 

communities to use as a visualization facility.

Encouraging the visualization of a wide 
range of scientific data in the dome 

(moving beyond astronomy).



Tom Jarrett, University of Cape Town



Research with 
Digital Domes

Planned and conceived as both a conventional 
planetarium — edutainment — and a research 
facility for visualisation and computing, the 
Cape Town’s Iziko Planetarium 8K Digital Dome 
upgrade



Two computer clusters, one for production and shows, the 
other for research.   Each cluster has 14 computers (GPU’s) 
that drive six Sony laser projectors

Sky-Skan was the primary 
contractor, and Ds-DM is the 
workhorse control software 

Research Facility



University Consortium Data
Cape Town universities 
formed a consortium to 
fund the upgrade and to 
utilize the system as a 
‘visualization’ facility



Example of a data set that benefits from a full dome viewing, the all-sky mapping of the cosmic 
web:  

Two Micron Redshift Survey (2MRS), where groupings have been identified and 
‘finger of god’ biases removed. These physical groupings are indicated with the 
spherical mesh; note the large one in the center: the Virgo Galaxy Cluster. This 
project is part of the MSc/PhD of UCT student Trystan Lambert (under the 
supervision of T. Jarrett).



Not just Astronomy …



D2D Concept carried on …


